State and religion, a multidimensional relationship: Some comparative law remarks
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Comparative law research regarding the relationship between state and religion often uses models. These models normally run from more to less separation between state and religion. In this article it will be argued that this approach is too simple. The relationship between state and religion has various dimensions. A fragmentary overview of current issues in a number of countries shows that religion’s role may differ widely in different domains.

1. Introduction

For ages, the relationship between state and religion, more particularly between state and church, has been studied. Nevertheless, thoughts about this relationship have changed. During the Middle Ages, in Europe, the Christian religion determined the position of the state as well as the position of the Church. Religion gave state authorities and state power its legitimacy, and the government was the protector of the Christian faith. Nowadays, religion is no longer that fundamental; the starting points are democracy and the rule of law.

Therefore, freedom of religion and the principle of equality play important roles, when answering questions about the meaning of religion in a state. This development shows the secularization of the state1 and constitutional theory. The position and meaning attributed to religion in several European states may differ,2 but, in general, constitutional discourse no longer has a religious basis.
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2 Cf. European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) 10 November 2005 (GC), Leyla Sahin v. Turkey: “questions concerning the relationship between State and religions ( . . . ), on which opinion in a democratic society may reasonably differ widely.” The European Convention on Human Rights, therefore, leaves room for a variety of regulations. On the one hand, a ban on wearing headscarves at a university is not incompatible with the right to freedom of religion in the European Convention (Leyla Sahin v. Turkey). On the other hand, the same holds true for an obligation to display a crucifix in primary school class rooms (ECHR 18 March 2011, Lautsi v. Italy).
The implication is not that the relationship between state and religion can do without attention. The twentieth century may have seen the idea come into being that, as a result of modernization and rationalization, religion’s role would fade away or would, at least, be limited to the private sphere. Today’s reality, however, presents another picture. First, the secularization of society never has been a “global” phenomenon. Outside of Europe, New Zealand and Uruguay might be the only countries with a similar development; within Europe, there exist huge differences as well. Second, the decrease in the number of members of religious communities need not correspond to a similar decrease in the number of believers. Third, religion remains an important factor in the social, cultural, and political domains. It turns out that religion cannot be reduced to a personal conviction, which has no meaning outside the private sphere, to some kind of a near hobby.

1.1. Renewed interest

In Europe, one of the most important reasons for the renewed interest in the relationship between state and religion has been the large increase in the number of Muslims, whose religion sometimes appears to put a stamp on their entire life and whose religious communities seem to play an important social and cultural role. Simultaneously, there may exist a reinforced interest in the position of strict Christian groups.

Another, separate reason for this renewed interest is the emergence of religiously inspired terrorism. Even if that is not considered an overture to a clash of civilizations, the question has to be answered regarding what a government’s position should be facing radical religious groups. Other reasons for the renewed interest in the relationship between state and religion may also be mentioned such as a growing need for providing meaning to life and to society as a whole. In the Netherlands, in any case, there is an additional reason. The secularization and the simultaneous decline of the pillarization of society after World War II lead to specific questions about government’s role in connection with societal organizations with religious backgrounds.

1.2. Outline and terminology

This article deals with the relationship between state and religion in a comparative law approach. As regards the term “religion,” the term can be defined as a coherent whole of doctrine and practice with belief in a supreme being as a central idea.
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4 José Casanova, Religion, European Secular Identities and European Integration, in Religion in an Expanding Europe 63 (Timothy Byrnes & Peter Katzenstein eds., 2006).
5 Id. at 65.
6 In the United States, by contrast, Muslims account for only 10 percent of the immigrants, id. at 76.
7 Böckenförde, supra note 1, at 60.
8 Pillarization is the segmentation of society along religious lines; in a pillarized society religiously based organizations play an all-important role in education, media, health care and so on. For a discussion of the phenomenon of pillarization: Arend Lijphart, The Politics of Accommodation: Pluralism and Democracy in the Netherlands (1968).
Many states are actually struggling with similar problems, although their points of departure differ widely. Comparative law studies often take for granted the existence of a spectrum of models running from an antagonistic relationship to a very close relationship between state and religion. Such a one-dimensional perspective, however, will be found to be too simple (section 2). One can distinguish at least three dimensions: religion’s role in state matters (section 3); government’s role in the religious domain (section 4); and the relationship between state and religion in several other domains, such as the formation of political opinion (section 5), the social service sector (section 6), and the field of education (section 7).

As a consequence, the term “public domain” is explicitly avoided. It is rather confusing to throw together state matters, public places, public opinion, publicly financed social services, public education, and so on. Religious expression in public, for that matter, falls outside the scope of this article. One remark, however, has to be made. Freedom of religion, even in a secular state such as France, not only protects religious expression in the private sphere. The French judiciary has blown the whistle on some overenthusiastic mayors who banned religious processions because of the public nature thereof.

2. Comparative law and a spectrum of models

The relationship between state and religion differs from country to country. Different approaches often appear in the constitutions. Article 1 of the French Constitution determines the laic nature of the French state. The establishment clause in the First Amendment of the Constitution of the United States prohibits not only the existence of an established church but has a wider meaning, as well, as will appear later. Article 140 of the German Constitution refers to some provisions of the constitution of the Weimar Republic that, on the one hand, prohibit the existence of an established church but, on the other hand, lay down that religious denominations may be recognized by the state. In England, of course, the Anglican Church is the established church. In the Netherlands, the separation of church and state is assumed to be an unwritten principle of constitutional law, as the Basic Law keeps silent on this issue.

Legislation and case law elaborate the relationship between state and religion in the different countries. As a result, a very complicated picture arises. Therefore, comparative law studies often use models. Winfried Brugger, for example, uses six different
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11 In Scotland, the Presbyterian Church is the established church; Wales and Northern Ireland do not have established churches.

models. In the first one, the state is completely opposed to religion. Albania, where in the seventies and eighties of the last century religion was officially banned, might have been an example. The second model is characterized by a “wall of separation” taken seriously not only in theory but in practice as well. Barring all religious signs from public education belongs here. The third model is less drastic: “separation” and “allowing for” are linked. Government may neither advance nor obstruct religion. The fourth model combines separation with some kind of cooperation. Germany, where the government, for example, takes care of the ‘church tax’ collection for recognized religious denominations, may serve as an example. This model can be distinguished from the fifth, which is characterized by a more formal unity of state and church in the form of an established church. State and church still have different aims, however: respectively, the citizen’s welfare and his salvation. In the last model that difference has disappeared, state and church actually converge in a theocracy.

It stands out—according to Brugger, as well—that the first and the last model do not agree with democracy and the rule of law. The fifth model causes some concern, at least, because an established church may have all kinds of advantages in comparison with other denominations.

In the literature, a similar classification is often used, a spectrum running from theocracies, where Vatican City might be one of the few examples, to states that are more or less hostile to religion. Another possibility is to drop, from the outset, the models that are contrary to democracy and the rule of law. Chris Soper and Stephen Monsma, for example, use only three models in their comparative law study of the situation in the United States, the Netherlands, Australia, Germany and the United Kingdom: a strict separation model, an established church model, and a so-called structural pluralistic model, wherein government recognizes that religion may play a part in all sorts of domains.

2.1. More dimensions

All these models have an ideal character. Therefore, it is not a strong argument that the real situation in a country differs from a certain model. There is, however, a more fundamental objection. The models are set out along what we may call a one-dimensional line running from more to less separation between state and religion. A number of reasons make such a conception too simplistic, as examples will show.

14 The German system may be described as “hinkender Trennung” (separation with a limp), Michael Sachs, Grundgesetzkommentar [Basic Law Commentary] 2458 (2003).
Apart from France, Turkey is (or was) considered a good example of a laic state, a state with a strict separation between state and religion. That holds true as far as we see for regulation regarding religious expression in the state machinery; however, we receive a different impression if we look into the government’s involvement in religious affairs. In Turkey, the government strongly influences the appointment of imams. From this point of view, it would be odd if France and Turkey were to fall under the same model. Another example: England and Greece are both countries with established churches, but they differ widely as far as the government’s position toward other denominations is concerned. The difference could be seen as greater than between England and certain states without an established church. The existence of an established church, in other words, does not have that much impact in this respect.

The classification becomes even more problematic if we take into account the fact that state and religion meet in social and cultural domains. Soper and Monsma’s third model regards, preeminently, the relationship in those domains. However, their findings—that the existence of an established church does not rule out the possibility that government might be well-disposed toward social and cultural organizations of all denominations—imply that there are different and relatively independent dimensions in the relationship between state and religion.

A one-dimensional line suggests, mistakenly, that only the choice of one of the models presented may lead to a consistent set of answers to all kinds of completely different issues: civil servants’ dress regulations, financing denominational education, penalization of blasphemy, monitoring radical religious movements, and so on. This article distinguishes more dimensions in the relationship between state and religion to avoid that very suggestion. A distinction is made between religion’s position in state matters, government’s position in religious matters, and their relationship in other domains: political opinion formation, social services, and education. It is not inconceivable that one may defend a strict separation on the one point whereas, on another, a closer relationship might be acceptable. The result of a comparative law approach may be that arguments for separation or alliance will differ by dimension. To achieve a multifaceted impression, attention will be paid in particular to France, the United States, England, Germany, and the Netherlands.

### 3. Religion in the state domain

Two current questions have to be answered here. The first one is: Should the government be allowed to use religious symbols and religious references? The second
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18 [Monsma & Soper, supra note 17, at 11.]


20 In this way, Soper and Monsma’s three basic questions are at least partly treated; see Monsma & Soper, *supra* note 17.
question is: Should civil servants be allowed to display their religious conviction at work? Before answering these questions we have to deal briefly with the legitimization of government authority and the justification of government policy.

Constitutions of democratic states often legitimize government authority by referring to the sovereignty of the people (Sweden, South Africa, Germany) or to the sovereignty of the nation (France, Belgium, Poland). Government authority does not have a religious or religiously inspired foundation. If a constitution points out the state’s purpose or highest value, these are described in rather general and abstract terms. Examples are the “common good” (United States, Poland) and “human dignity” (Germany). Such concepts may, in one way or another, be influenced by Christian culture; they are not in themselves of a religious nature.

Every citizen should be able to accept government authority and every citizen should be able to agree with the general aims of the state. In a pluralistic society, where a lot of people do not believe in a supreme being and all sorts of religions coexist, a religious foundation is, from the outset, out of the question.

The counterargument, that religious people cannot accept government authority if religion does not play a part in the official grounding thereof, does not hold true. This argument fails to appreciate that the individual is not completely tied to the state, and that the state has no authority in spiritual or religious matters whatsoever. From a religious point of view, linking the will of the supreme being with ever-failing government policies is not self-evident either.

A similar argument is possible regarding the justification of specific regulations, policies, and other decisions. Church dignitaries should not ex officio have any power of political decision making, and government may not enforce religious rules or apply religious criteria. Even if the government takes into account the wishes of certain religious communities, the reason cannot be that the supreme being prescribes a certain measure. The reason may only be that freedom of religion has a certain importance.

3.1. Governments using religious discourse?

The question of whether government may use religious discourse raises controversies in many countries. The case law of the Supreme Court of the U.S. on this issue seems to be a rather diffuse compromise between the recognition of certain traditions, on the one hand, and stricter ideas about the separation of state and religion, based on the establishment clause, on the other. A good example of the first approach is the Supreme Court’s judgment on the practice of beginning the legislative session of the

21 The Dutch Constitution keeps silent in this respect.
22 The preamble of the Irish Constitution has a different approach: the Most Holy Trinity is the source of all authority. Article 6 of the Irish Constitution, however, states that all powers of government derive—under God—from the people.
23 The same holds true for invoking the supreme being on coins.
24 Van Bijsterveld, supra note 13, at 248.
House of Representatives of Nebraska with a prayer by a publicly funded chaplain. The Supreme Court judged this tradition not to be contrary to the First Amendment.\textsuperscript{26} Actually, the Supreme Court’s own sessions begin with the formula “God save the United States and this honorable Court.” In other cases, the Supreme Court has given the separation of state and religion more impact. The Court banned the setting up of a nativity scene on public property,\textsuperscript{27} and the Court banned, as well, a picture of the Ten Commandments from a court room.\textsuperscript{28}

In other countries we see similar phenomena. Shortly after the French Revolution, crucifixes disappeared from the French courtrooms.\textsuperscript{29} One hundred and fifty years later, in Germany, a conflict arose over the presence of a crucifix in a courtroom. The German Federal Constitutional Court (Bundesverfassungsgericht) judged the complaint, based on the right to freedom of religion, justified. If the crucifix is not removed, the individual concerned would be wrongfully forced to conduct an action “under the cross.”\textsuperscript{30} In the Netherlands, no crucifixes are to be found in courtrooms. Other traditional religious references do exist, however. The formula “Wij Beatrix, bij de gratie Gods” (We Beatrix, by the Grace of God) in the preamble of every act may serve as an example. Compulsory regulation and the supreme being are bound together in a manner that does not belong in a pluralistic society. If this formula was absent, there would probably not be much enthusiasm for introducing it now.

\subsection*{3.2. Civil servants and religious symbols}

In the old days, the relationship between government and religion gave members of nondominant denominations a smaller chance of obtaining a government job.\textsuperscript{31} As a reaction, several constitutions lay down an equal right to government office.\textsuperscript{32} Therefore, religion, as such, may not be the reason not to appoint someone. The question whether a civil servant may show his religion is a different one. In answering this question, we have to balance two interests: the importance of an appearance of government neutrality and the importance of freedom of religion. These interests turn out to be balanced very differently in different countries.\textsuperscript{33}

In France, a strict state neutrality is seen as a necessary condition for freedom of religion outside the state domain. Therefore, freedom of religion has no substantial weight for a civil servant at work. Wearing religious symbols by civil servants is

\textsuperscript{26} Marsh v. Chambers, 463 US 783 (1983).
\textsuperscript{27} Allegheny Co. v. ACLU, 492 US 573 (1989).
\textsuperscript{28} McCreary County v. ACLU, 545 US 844 (2005). A monument with the Ten Commandments on the square in front of Texas’s State Capitol, however, was acceptable; it was one monument out of a series of seventeen, Orden v. Perry, 545 US 677 (2005).
\textsuperscript{29} Poulat, supra note 10, at 89.
\textsuperscript{30} Bundesverfassungsgericht (Federal Constitutional Court) 17 July 1973, E 35, 366.
\textsuperscript{31} In the Netherlands, not until 1937, was a Catholic appointed secretary general at a ministry.
\textsuperscript{32} F.e. Art. 6 Clause 3 Constitution of the U.S.A. prohibits any “religious test” to qualify for “any Office or public Trust”; cf. art. 3 Dutch Constitution.
\textsuperscript{33} In Germany, all states have their own rules. Hessen, for example, has chosen the French system.
completely banned by law. The kind of work is not relevant; nor does it matter if a civil servant has contact with the public or not. The situation in England differs widely. For years, Sikhs wearing turbans have been working on the London Metropolitan Police Force. Headscarves matching the style of the uniforms have been designed, as well. That police officers should be allowed to wear a headscarf is not completely uncontroversial, however.

To a certain extent, the United States presents a similar picture. In 1986, the Supreme Court accepted a ban on a Jewish Air Force officer’s wearing a yarmulke, even though he was wearing it under his Air Force cap outside the officers’ premises. One of the arguments was the separation of church and state. Congress reacted, however, by introducing a law establishing the right to wear such religious signs.

A ban on police officers’ wearing beards, permitting exceptions on medical grounds but not on religious grounds, was judged to be contrary to the First Amendment because government had failed to advance “compelling reasons.” Nowadays, some police forces are permitting officers to wear a headscarf. A prison guard who was told by the prison board that he was not allowed to wear his kufi anymore brought his case successfully to court.

In my view, the importance of outward neutrality is rather small regarding civil servants working, for example, at the public gardens or civil servants who do not have contact with the public at all. In these cases, freedom of religion—even during working hours—outweighs neutrality arguments. The French general ban, therefore, is too harsh.

On the other hand, the importance of outward neutrality is considerable as regards civil servants exercising authority. In this respect, one may think, in the first place, of the judiciary, whose appearance of neutrality can even be justified by the fundamental right to a fair trial. In the second place, one may think of the police. Their uniforms are also meant to stress the impersonal and public character of their position. These civil servants’ interest in manifesting their religion is less important than the state’s interest in exercising authority without any appearance of religious preference. The constitutional principle of separation between state authority and religion takes precedence; otherwise, this same authority would be undermined in a partly multireligious and partly nonreligious society. Moreover, in specific cases, religious symbols may cause opposition to or mistrust of government actions. The counterargument—that government authority is reinforced when the public sees expressions of “pluriformity”—has a rather ambiguous nature, especially if it is stressed, at the
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15 10 USC par. 774 (a)-(b).

16 Zie www.nyclu.org. A “kufi” is a headgear out of West Africa. In the United States wearing a kufi may express pride because of one’s origin or belief.


same time, that the symbols concerned can be made to harmonize with the uniform in such a way that they are no longer conspicuous.

The objection that, for example, a judge wearing a religious symbol may be doing his job excellently ignores the issue that not expressing oneself religiously is an inherent part of the job. That is even truer for a civil servant who, by reason of religion, does not want to conclude civil marriages between homosexuals. He refuses to do a part of the job and, therefore, is not a likely person for his position.39

The argument to the effect that certain groups in society are being excluded from certain government jobs is not convincing. That exclusion, after all, is not motivated by pointing at religious conviction, as such, but by pointing at religiously inspired behavior.40

4. Government in the religious domain

A second dimension of the relationship between state and religion concerns the state’s tasks as far as religious matters are concerned. Attention must be paid to two interrelated issues. What part should government play regarding religion, substantively and should the government support religious communities financially?

4.1. Government and religious doctrine

In the past, tensions between state and church were a regular phenomenon. As a result, governments were often inclined to interfere with the organization of religious communities and with religious doctrine. In England, the king as head of state, formally is still the supreme governor of the Church of England.41 The Crown has the power to appoint the bishops of the Church of England and the power to approve certain church regulations. In this connection, it should be mentioned that the Catholic bishops in the Alsace are appointed by the French president, a rather bizarre arrangement in a laical state.

In Turkey, the Diyanet, the Directorate General for Religious Matters, not only appoints imams42 but decides, as well, that respect for the state authorities and the army have to be represented as a religious duty. The power of the directorate to appoint imams is also relevant in other countries. The majority of the Dutch mosques for Muslims with a Turkish background fall under the powers of this directorate.43


40 Therefore, there is no simple parallel with race or gender.

41 The Act of Settlement (1701) requires the head of state to be a protestant clergy. He engages himself on oath to protect the Church of England and not to marry a Catholic. The clergy of the Church of England recognizes the supreme authority of the sovereign.


43 151 out of 245; see BILJEF IN DE PUBLIC DOMAIN, supra note 4, at 118.
Opportunistically, one might applaud this system, because the Turkish government
prevents—up till now—the appointment of possibly radical imams.

Nevertheless, in a democracy under the rule of law, such forms of governmental
influence should be rejected. The government should not prescribe which religious
document is right or true. Government has another vocation, and such entanglement
often leads to advantages for certain denominations or certain currents of belief. From
a religious point of view, it is also undesirable that the substance of a religion be
dependent on political institutions and political decisions.

Preachers who teach that the supreme being rejects Western materialistic and
degenerate societies may raise concern. The same holds true for the preaching of a
rigid and archaic morality. There is no reason, however, for government intervention.
Fundamental freedoms do exist for strongly dissenting convictions. For example, the
opinion that heretics and apostates, after they are dead, will burn in hell, is a rather
common fundamentalist starting point and does not amount to advocacy of lawless
action. If preaching or teaching switches to coercion or incitement to criminal acts, of
course, grounds for government intervention exist.

Up till now, in particular, government restrictions have been discussed. Govern-
mental restraint in criminalizing dissenting opinions, however, leaves open the possi-
bility that government itself defends and propagates liberal values.

### 4.2. State aid for religious communities

Another aspect of government involvement with churches and religious communities
might be in backing them financially.

In a lot of countries, there exist various forms of government aid to religious com-
munities. In France, the government is the owner of many church buildings and puts
these buildings at the disposal of religious communities.\[^44\] It happens, as well, that
governments back the construction of a church or a mosque.\[^45\] In Germany, the tax
department collects the so-called church tax from the members of the denominations
recognized under public law. Normal tax law sanctions apply. This church tax is an
8 percent surcharge above the tax on wages. This regulation results in the national
religious communities in Germany being among the richest religious communities in
Europe.\[^46\]

In Belgium, since 1830, government not only pays the maintenance of church
buildings but priests, reverends, and rabbis receive a state salary as well. This regulation
pertains to only the recognized denominations. The main criteria for recognition
is whether a denomination supplies a need for a segment of the population. By now,
also imams receive a state salary.

\[^44\] Poulat, supra note 10, at 134.


\[^46\] This centralized tax collection might reinforce the church hierarchy. The church tax amounted to 7.6
billion Euro in 2006; see Soper & Monsma, supra note 17, at 184.
Religious communities in England, including the established Church of England, do not receive direct state subsidies, nor do the religious communities in the United States. As far back as 1785, in Virginia, a tax plan meant to back religious communities was voted down. Jefferson was among the opponents. Nowadays, the establishment clause prohibits every form of state aid. The well-known Lemon test includes the strong criteria that “direct advancement of religion” is not allowed. Even the briefest of all interpretations of the establishment clause—“no coercion, no money”—makes clear that subsidies are completely out of the question.

Arguments for state aid in European countries differ. In France, supporting religious communities is seen against the background of the “nationalization” of church property after the French Revolution. In other countries, the supposed utility of religion is a point for attention as well. Sometimes, the argument seems to be that government has a part to play in guaranteeing the supply of basic spiritual needs, similar to government’s role in the health service. A counterargument could be that a lot of citizens do not really show a spiritual or religious need. Attributing such a need to every citizen is based on an unproven portrayal of mankind. An additional, tricky question is whether government should be allowed to control—as in the health service—the quality of the spiritual and religious services.

Speaking of religion’s value may mean, as well, that religion and religious communities play an important and useful role in society, providing a foundation for a common morality. However, religion’s role concerning morals is more and more controversial. In this respect, arguments against state aid are advanced as well. First, a citizen should not be forced to pay taxes for backing the preaching of convictions contrary to his own deeply felt convictions. This argument carries a certain weight in the U.S. doctrine of separation of church and state. In Europe, however, this argument is less forceful. The European Commission of Human Rights, for example, judged the support of religious communities with general public resources not contrary to freedom of religion, as laid down in article 9 ECHR.

The above-mentioned U.S. doctrine may become stronger if one points to the fact that some denominations are presently teaching ideas that do not contribute to the well-being of homosexuals, unhappily married couples, or unmarried happy couples. In this respect, churches cannot be compared, for example, with museums or sports associations, which are often receive state aid. A government call to play sports more regularly, or to visit museums is not very controversial; a government call to visit churches or mosques more regularly, would be a horse of a different color.

---

47 The need to attract a large following could be a factor in explaining the lively church attendance. A. Wolfe, An Introduction to American Religious Practice, in Geloven in het Publiek Domein [Belief in the Public Domain], (2006).
48 MONSMA & SOPER, supra note 17, at 19.
50 SACHS, supra note 15, at 2475.
51 SOPER & MONSMA, supra note 17, at 29.
One might put forward that only religious communities that feel very strongly about democratic values and the rule of law deserve state aid. Such an appraisal of religious doctrine, however, is neither possible nor desirable. Secular standards are not really proper or useful to assess the nature of spiritual and transcendental convictions. In this respect, one may point to former local Dutch government plans to bring more liberal forms of Islam into action to minimize radicalization. Such a policy is at odds with the principle of government neutrality, apart from the issue whether such a policy is effective at all. Such a policy might actually damage the credibility of more liberal religious communities.

If a government financially backs certain religious communities, then the right of freedom of religion and the principle of equal treatment are rather strong arguments for possible aid to all denominations. If the government does not contribute financially to any denomination at all, neither freedom of religion nor the equality principle make it mandatory that a government should take care that every religious community has a similar quality building for their gatherings.

The starting point, namely, that freedom of religion, in general, gives no grounds for facilitating religious communities, does not apply when government itself is responsible for hindering the exercise of the right to freedom of religion. Therefore, in most countries governments take care, for example, to supply the spiritual needs in the military.

5. State, religion and the forming of political opinion

In the United States, political candidates often use or have to use religious references to attract voters; in other countries, such as Germany and the Netherlands, this is less obvious, even though, at the same time, political parties with religious backgrounds do exist.

In this section, we will deal with several interrelated issues. First, the meaning and relevance of religious arguments in political debate; second, the question of whether a democracy under the rule of law should limit religiously inspired political ambitions. The answer to the question as to whether religiously inspired political parties have a special position follows naturally from this argument.

53 A religiously based argument against state subsidies for religious communities might be that these subsidies contradict the importance of the communities’ spirit of sacrifice. Cf. S. C. den Dekker-van Bijsterveld, De Verhouding Tussen Kerk en Staat in het Licht van de Grondrechten [The Relationship between Church and State in a Fundamental Rights Perspective] 120 (1988).
56 The German Federal Constitutional Court has ruled that the right to freedom of religion as such does not cover a right to financial support. However, if support is given, the principle of equality plays an important part. Bundesverfassungsgericht 12 May 2009, E 123. 148.
57 This starting point does not exclude completely that government may take measures in certain distressing circumstances, for example, if denominations with a lot of illegal immigrants meet in underground parking garages.
5.1. Religiously inspired political arguments

It would be strange if diversity in a religiously pluralistic society would not show itself in the process of political opinion formation. Believers are religiously motivated, which does not always change when they enter the political arena. Moreover, religious communities may have special interests that they want to have represented in political debate. In a democracy, political rights like freedom of speech and association guarantee that everybody is entitled to participate in political discussions. In view of these fundamental rights, religiously inspired contributions have the same status as other contributions.

All the same, we have seen that in a pluralistic society government had better not base its decisions on a religious foundation. From this point of view, religious arguments in the political debate might be considered less relevant. Some distinctions, however, may be useful here. Religious points of view may enrich discussions with arguments that otherwise would be without a voice. One may point to the idea that humans are imperfect beings. Such an idea casts doubt on all political movements wishing to build a perfect society. If, in this manner, political ideas are criticized by means of religious concepts, politicians, naturally, must be allowed to criticize these religious concepts for their part.

Another possibility could be that religiously inspired participants in the political debate translate their views and arguments into arguments with which anybody—believer or nonbeliever—might agree. Years ago, the main argument of a Dutch Reformed political party against the liberalization of pornography laws was that pornography should be considered a gross offense against God. On the other hand, a larger Christian political party wondered whether certain kinds of pornography were not contrary to human dignity. This latter argument may have a religious background, it still might appeal to everyone.

The assumption that religious arguments need some sort of translation is also important because compromises play a rather important part in democratic political opinion formation and decision making. A religious argument that is tantamount to an appeal to the inalterable will of the supreme being probably prevents concluding political compromises.

58 This subsection is in no way meant to be an overview of the discussions about the relationship between religion and public reason.
59 In France, the Catholic daily La Croix has to a large extent profited from regulation concerning state aid to the press. In the United States, the Supreme Court ruled the exclusion of religiously inspired student journals from subsidies for student journals contrary to the First Amendment, Rosenberger v. University of Virginia (1995), 515 US 819.
62 Such doubt is not exclusively of a religious nature, however. See Bader, supra note 20, at 124 (2007).
64 TK [Second Chamber] 1979/80, 15836, 5, p. 4–5.
5.2. Limits to political opinion formation

Up till now, the argument in this section has focused mainly on the desirability of a well-functioning political debate. So far, the need for juridical norms limiting political rights has not been discussed. The situation might be different if religiously inspired political movements strive to establish a theocratic political system, wish to abolish equality between men and women, or want to classify nonbelievers as second-rate citizens.65

In countries such as the United States, a more formal concept of democracy prevails. Political freedoms are indivisible in the sense that they protect views and aspirations completely contrary to the starting points of a democracy under the rule of law. As long as political opinions are not considered incitement to imminent lawlessness, they are protected, no matter if they are, for example, of a racist or dictatorial nature. In other countries, a more substantive concept of democracy prevails. That appears clearly if a constitution—as in Germany, for example—includes unchangeable provisions, and a so-called abuse-of-fundamental-rights provision, which lays down that someone using his political freedoms to attack the liberal democratic “basic order” cannot appeal to fundamental political rights. As a result, the Constitution presents a framework for acceptable political opinion formation.

The Dutch Constitution does not explicitly lay down such a substantive framework; no abuse-of-fundamental-rights provision is included. Nevertheless, it is still possible that unwritten supraconstitutional starting points exist.66 While banning the political party CP86, the District Court argued that the activities of this party violated the generally accepted foundations of our state order, such as freedom and human dignity.67

Further research into such possible foundations falls beyond the scope of this article. Nevertheless, the position of religiously inspired political parties is clear enough. These parties have, in principle, the same position as other political parties.68 If religiously inspired parties strive for aims contrary to the starting points of a democracy under the rule of law, in Europe, they may be treated differently. Political parties which are convicted for discrimination may lose their state subsidies.69 In 2010, the Dutch Supreme Court ruled that political parties may not exclude women when drawing up lists of candidates for parliamentary elections.70 The party concerned is the SGP, an orthodox Christian political party, which, on the basis of biblical interpretation, assumes women to have a vocation outside the political sphere.

---

65 ECHR 13 February 2003 (GC) Refah Partisi v. Turkey.
67 The party’s activities were aimed at advocacy of, incitement to, and promotion of discrimination of immigrants, Rechtbank [District Court] Amsterdam 18 November 1998, NJ 1999, 377. The political party concerned was already convicted as a criminal organization guilty of incitement to hate, discrimination, and violence. Hoge Raad [Supreme Court] 30 July 1997, NJ 1998, 118.
68 Vgl. ECHR 13 February 2003 (GC), Refah Partisi v. Turkey.
69 Art. 16 Wet subsidiëring politieke partijen [Political parties’ subsidies Act].
70 Hoge Raad 9 April 2010, LJN BK 4549.
In certain circumstances, a political party striving for the establishment of a theocracy or the introduction of Shari’a may even be banned altogether.71

6. State, religion, and social services

State and religion meet in society in the social and cultural domain. Of old, churches and religious communities have been involved in physical and mental health care and have supported the poor. Religious organizations in these fields were and still are assisted by a relatively large number of volunteers.72

During the last two centuries, the part played by religious organizations in these areas has decreased, however. First, the above-mentioned services have been professionalized. As a result, the link with religion has become weaker, and the room for voluntary work has diminished. Second, the state has claimed a greater role for itself. Government’s task in this field is often affirmed by fundamental social rights provisions in constitutions or treaties, although these rights do not imply that there has to be a public sector supplying all the necessary services. So the question arises, what might be the role of private organizations with a religious background and, more particularly, whether and under what conditions government may or should subsidize such organizations?

Looking at different countries, a varied picture may be seen. In France, after the Revolution, the health care system was secularized, while, at the same time, illnesses were treated on a more medical-scientific basis. The present strong stress on laicism does not mean, however, that organizations such as the Catholic Juvenile Assistance Organization are excluded from financial support by the government.73 In the United Kingdom, a whole range of such organizations is backed by the government.74 In Germany, freedom of religion by itself obliges the government to create enough space for this kind of organizations.75

Under positive Dutch law, the government has no strict obligation to give those tasks to private organizations. Policy considerations of a financial nature, for example, could point in another direction.76 If the government supports private organizations, however, the government may not exclude organizations just because they have a religious background.77 Neither may the government favor special religious denominations or “philosophy of life” movements.78

---

71 ECHR 13 February 2003 (GC), Refah Partisi v. Turkey.
73 POULAT, supra note 10, at 128.
74 MONSMA & SOPER, supra note 17, at 155.
75 Id. at 198.
77 That would be contrary to article 1 (equality principle) juncto article 6 (freedom of religion) of the Constitution, ARRvS 18 December 1986, AB 1987, 260.
78 ARRvS 1 August 1983, AB 1984, 532; cf. ARRvS 21 March 1985, AB 1986, 16.
In the United States, the situation is rather ambiguous. On the one hand, the idea exists that government may not further religion. On the other, organizations with a religious background, active in the child welfare, for example, or care for the elderly, do receive state support. This kind of funding is not, by definition, contrary to the Constitution’s establishment clause. The so called Lemon test still seems to present a rather accurate picture of the criteria, with which such public funding has to be judged. First, organizations that want to qualify for public funding should have a secular purpose. Second, the primary effect of the funding measure may not advance or obstruct religion. And third, the measure should not lead to an excessive entanglement between state and religion.

In my opinion, there are two interrelated justifications for supporting organizations with a religious or philosophy-of-life background. People might prefer the social, cultural, or health services offered by such organizations. In any case, the existence thereof increases people’s choices. At the same time these organizations can be considered a form of desirable civic “self-rule”; citizens take certain responsibilities, with the result that the government itself does not have to fulfill certain tasks.

Still, it must be stressed that those organizations are supported because and only insofar as they meet professional standards and, therefore, their activities can be considered to be in the public interest. That implies that government may and should lay down quality requirements. These requirements, however, do not regard the religious background of these organizations but their professional activities.

7. State, religion, and education

For ages, churches and religious organizations have played a central role in the field of education. In the nineteenth century, however, in a lot of Western countries a system of public education was developed with, originally, some kind of Christian character. Further developments in western countries differ widely.

In countries such as Germany—at least in certain states (Länder)—Christian values, in some respects, have maintained a position in public education. Lessons in religion, the substance of which is decided by the churches, are a normal part of the curriculum in a lot of public schools. Pupils, however, may obtain an exemption. Case law of the Constitutional Court shows that voluntary “überkonfessionnel”

79 More generally, state subsidies play a lesser role in the United States. S. van Bijsterveld o.c. 2006, p. 239.
80 MONSMA & SOPER, supra note 17, at 39.
81 In Bowen v. Kendrick (1988), 487 US 589, the Supreme Court accepted the backing of a religiously inspired organization giving sex education to youngsters.
83 In view of the Lemon test, it is to be expected that support for certain forms of religiously inspired relief for drug addicts has invited criticism.
84 Kevin Pybas, Two concepts of liberalism in establishment clause jurisprudence, 36 CUMB. L. REV 205 (2005–6).
85 In Germany, every state has its own system. In Bremen, for example, public schools do not have a Christian character at all.
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(supradenominational) school prayers are allowed.\textsuperscript{86} The whole education may also be colored by Christian culture (“christlich-abendländische Kultur”).\textsuperscript{87} Moreover, the government, in certain circumstances, is obliged to support private schools with a religious background, if their quality is similar to the quality of public schools.\textsuperscript{88}

There is a world of difference between the situation in Germany and the situation in France. In France, primary and secondary schools in the public education sector are obliged to ban all religious influences. That is thought to be the only way a child is able to develop into a free citizen of the French Republic. In this approach, subsidies for private schools with a religious background are not really acceptable.\textsuperscript{89} Nevertheless, the law permits supporting private schools by paying their teachers’ wages, if the curriculum is comparable to the curriculum in the public education system, and lessons in religion are not mandatory.

In the United States, the “wall of separation doctrine” puts up a barrier for subsidies for private primary and secondary schools.\textsuperscript{90} It has to be added, however, that this wall has become lower.\textsuperscript{91} The Supreme Court accepted a system of vouchers that channels government money to private schools by way of the children’s parents.\textsuperscript{92} One may mention, as well, that a lot of private colleges and universities receive state aid, even if they have a religious background. Only if an institution is “pervasively religious” is state support out of the question.\textsuperscript{93} As far as public education is concerned, Christian influences are, from time to time, judged contrary to the establishment clause.\textsuperscript{94}

In the middle of the nineteenth century, the Netherlands had a system of public education imparting general Christian morals. Some stricter Protestant groups found this form of public education neither flesh nor fowl; Catholics were not satisfied, either. So these denominations started their own schools. In 1917, religious parties had achieved such influence in parliament they managed to insert a provision in the Constitution to the effect that private schools have a right to state funding on an equal level with schools in the public education sector. That is the main reason why in the Netherlands the private education sector has an enormous size. Nowadays, however,

\textsuperscript{86} Bundesverfassungsgericht [Federal Constitutional Court] 16 October 1979, E 52, 223.
\textsuperscript{87} Bundesverfassungsgericht [Federal Constitutional Court] 17 December 1975, E 41, 29.
\textsuperscript{90} A coalition of Protestants and liberals strived for public education; see Pybas, supra note 85, at 82. For a comparison between the United States and Germany, see Edward J. Eberle, Religion in the Classroom in Germany and the United States, 81 Tul. L. Rev. 67 (2006).
\textsuperscript{91} Mitchel v. Helms (2000) 530 US 793.
\textsuperscript{92} Perry, supra note 61, at 4.
\textsuperscript{93} Eberle, supra note 91, at 67.
only in a small percentage of these private schools, religion plays an all-important role.

As far as public education is concerned, teaching of Christian morals as such has disappeared, to be replaced by a certain openness to different religions and philosophies of life.95

7.1. Various interests

Churches and religious parents consider education at school one of the means of conveying to children valuable religious ideas.96 That very interest has expressed itself in the right to freedom of education.97 The government, as well, is not only interested in imparting knowledge and competences. It, too, wants to convey certain common values to all future citizens.98

Against this background, some current questions have to be answered. The first question is: Should the government support private schools with religious backgrounds and, if so, under what conditions? The second question is: To what extent should there be room for religious expression in the public education sector?

7.2. State subsidies to private schools

Given the great national differences in Europe, it is self-evident that freedom of education, laid down in article 2 of the First Protocol of the ECHR, does not oblige states to support private schools.99 State subsidies, however, have certain advantages. State support leads to diversity in the supply of education. Citizens take responsibility in governing these schools.100 As a result, government may remain aloof. These advantages are similar to those in the social service sector. An important difference with the social service sector is that private education with a religious background really does convey “religious truths.” In my opinion, that is not, as such, an argument

---

95 See art. 8 lid 3a Wet op het primair onderwijs: “Het onderwijs gaat er mede van uit dat leerlingen opgroeien in een pluriforme samenleving.” Deze norm geldt ook voor het bijzonder onderwijs.

96 Meier in het bijzonder is van belang art. 46 lid 1 Wet op het primair onderwijs: “Het openbaar onderwijs draagt bij aan de ontwikkeling van de leerlingen met aandacht voor de godsdienstige, levensbeschouwelijke en maatschappelijke waarden zoals die leven in de Nederlandse samenleving en met onderkenning van de betekenis van de verscheidenheid van die waarden.” Apart from that, optional religious education may be facilitated in schools in the public education sector.

97 Freedom of education implies the freedom to set up schools with a religious background, cf. ECHR 7 December 1976, Kjeld, Busk Madsen & Pedersen v. Denmark.

98 Cf. Ambach v. Norwick,441 U.S. 68 (1979): “The importance of public schools in the preparation of individuals for participation as citizens, and in the preservation of the values on which our society rests, long has been recognized by our decisions.” See also BADER, supra note 20, at 155.


100 In practice, parents’ influence is rather modest, one reason being the increase in scale of school organizations.
of overriding importance against state support, given the existence of compulsory education and the fact that educating children in schools is, in some respects, a continuation of education at home.\textsuperscript{101}

Still, the conditions to establish for private schools are of the utmost importance. Again, the starting point is that the government will back private schools because and only so far as the education meets quality standards and the teachers are professionals. That implies that disciplines have to be taught thoroughly. Pupils must learn about evolution theory. That does not hamper private schools from teaching, as well, that, according to the Bible, man is—in a higher sense—God’s creation.\textsuperscript{102}

Quality education has to prepare pupils for active citizenship,\textsuperscript{103} for participation in a democracy under the rule of law. Therefore, some knowledge of the presuppositions thereof, such as freedom of religion,\textsuperscript{104} freedom of speech, and equality between citizens, is mandatory. These presuppositions are rather neutral and do not push forward any particular portrayal of mankind. If the religious background of a school prevents fulfillment of these conditions, state support should be out of the question. In other words, one may expect from private schools a certain openness to democracy under the rule of law.

A counterargument might be that these conditions aim too high, given the social and cultural background of some pupils.\textsuperscript{105} The teaching of notions like democracy and the rule of law at schools might simply be too demanding at those schools where even keeping the everyday order in class is a quite a job. The argument, however, is not convincing if it is meant that a lot of pupils have a background where democratic values are missing altogether. That would be all the more reason to pay attention to these values at school.\textsuperscript{106}

Another counterargument might be that private schools may be contributing to the existence of communities that distance themselves from the rest of society.\textsuperscript{107} Children, living in these communities and being educated at home and at school both with the same outlook, risk missing a good preparation for active citizenship in a pluralistic society, goes the argument. On the other hand, support for private schools under certain conditions may also lead to understanding democratic values, both through the curriculum itself as well as by the fact that government supports diversity, and citizens and government together are responsible for education. In the Netherlands,
there is no proof that schools with an Islamic background, as such, cannot prepare pupils for citizenship\textsuperscript{108} or that they contribute to the radicalization of Islamic youngsters.\textsuperscript{109} Nevertheless, news reports exposing abuses in this respect at some schools, may give reason for extra attention by the State School Inspection agency.

7.3. Religion in the public education sector

A different question concerns the position of religion in the public education system. The issue of wearing head scarves has received a lot of attention. However, the curriculum’s content is relevant as well. At schools, attention must be paid to freedom of religion and to the diversity of religious denominations and philosophies of life. It is self-evident that teachers may not propagate or attack certain religions.\textsuperscript{110} When dealing with the issue of religious expression in the public education sector, a distinction must be made between religious symbols installed by the school, religious symbols worn by teachers, and religious symbols worn by pupils.

In Germany, the Constitutional Court judged the regulation in Bavaria, which made it mandatory for schools to install a crucifix, contrary to freedom of religion. This judgment has lead to much commotion, which is to be understood against the background that in certain Länder public education is informed by Christian values.\textsuperscript{111} In the Netherlands, on the other hand, there seems to be a consensus that pupils at state schools should not learn “under the cross” or under any other religious sign installed by the school.

If a teacher wears a religious symbol, we have a different situation. A teacher may appeal to the right of freedom of religion. Under French law that right carries no real weight for civil servants at work. As has been pointed out, no civil servant is allowed to wear religious symbols. In other countries, such as Germany, freedom of religion carries some more weight for teachers at state schools.\textsuperscript{112} Nevertheless, state legislators may ban teachers from wearing religious symbols such as headscarves.\textsuperscript{113}

In my opinion, it is important to understand that teachers do not exercise public authority in the actual sense of this term. The fact that teachers at private schools

\textsuperscript{108} Vermeulen, supra note 106, at 43.
\textsuperscript{109} Bader, supra note 20, at 257.
\textsuperscript{113} A variety of regulations exists; see Arne Träger, Discrimination in the Name of Neutrality? Zum Staatsliche Umgang mit der Religionsfreiheit 41 (2010).
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have similar authority shows this in perfect clarity. Still, the relationship between a teacher and a pupil is longer lasting than the relationship between, for example, a police officer and a citizen. Therefore, the teacher’s open attitude is important, more important than the symbol. Yet a comment must be made. A teacher wearing a head scarf should forestall the suggestion this is the right thing to do, especially in a situation where a controversy exists in this respect. If it were established that such kinds of problems regularly occur, reconsideration would be necessary.\footnote{An additional argument might be that teachers wearing a head scarf still could be teaching, namely, in Muslim schools.}

The question whether pupils should be allowed to wear religious symbols is also answered differently in various European countries. Tolerance reigns in England, although not all religious dress rules are acceptable in the public education sector.\footnote{Gareth Davies, \textit{Banning the jilbab}, 1 EUR. CONST. L. REV. 511 (2005).} France wants to shield public education, as far as possible, against religious influences and symbols. French pupils seem to be able to become citizens of the French Republic only insofar as they leave their religion at home. In my opinion, pupils are thus erroneously being considered civil servants.

The French law prohibiting pupils from wearing religious symbols has other rationales as well, for that matter. Research has demonstrated that a lot of girls wear a head scarf under pressure from parents or peer groups. I am not sure, however, that the complicated relationship between free choice, education, and pressure can be solved by the government compelling pupils to be free.\footnote{Olivier Roy, \textit{La Laïcité face à l’Islam} [Laïcité facing Islam] 61 (2005).} So far, in the Netherlands it has not been convincingly demonstrated that prohibiting pupils from wearing religious symbols would be an adequate or desirable measure. Another reason for the French law was that head scarves were considered Islamic propaganda or a symbol of repression of women.\footnote{Cf. ECHR 10 November 2005 (GC). Leyla Sahin v. Turkey.} Such an interpretation may be considered one-sided.\footnote{Bundesverfassungsgericht [Federal Constitutional Court] 24 September 2003, E 108, 282.}

8. Conclusion

If religion, in general, is seen as a panacea for many or even all social problems, advocacy of a strong bond between state and religion in every domain goes without saying. The contrary holds true if religion is considered harmful.

If, however, the main point is freedom of religion, the individual citizen should assess the value of a religion. In that case, the issue of the relationship between state and religion falls apart in three dimensions: religion’s place in the state domain, government’s role in the religious domain, and state and religion meeting together in intermediate domains. These dimensions will be reviewed again briefly.

In a pluralistic society, the state should not commit itself to a certain religion or philosophy of life. That would suggest that a supreme being legitimizes government authority. A neutral exercise of authority regarding religion, in substance and
appearance, on the other hand, does not exclude citizens. The counterargument that government, by behaving so, chooses for an atheistic state, is not correct. A state has no conviction and is not comparable to an individual holding a conviction.

Conversely, the government has no prominent role to play in the religious domain. Spiritual welfare is ultimately a personal or institutional affair. That citizens might be offended by the religious doctrines of others is the price to be paid for fundamental freedoms. Only if preaching switches to intimidation or incitement to violence or if religion inspires criminal offenses is government intervention mandatory. As a result of government restraint, there may exist a diversity of denominations, neither supported nor evaluated by the government.

It would be strange, indeed, if religious and philosophy-of-life diversity were not recognizable, to a certain extent, in political opinion formation. Still, it is desirable that arguments in political discussions are able to appeal to every citizen. Government, however, has no steering role, here, even while supporting political parties financially. In Europe, it would be different if a party were to attack the premises of a democracy under the rule of law.

In the social service sector all kinds of private organizations, often with religious backgrounds, may fulfill tasks that otherwise would be the state’s responsibility. Such forms of “self-governance” increase diversity and freedom of choice. Backing by the government, on an equal level with public institutions, therefore, is justified. A precondition for receiving support is meeting professional standards.

In principle, this holds true for the educational sector as well. Even if private schools convey religious dogmas, subsidies can be justified, given compulsory education and the parents’ freedom to bring up their children according to their values. Yet, the curriculum has to meet professional standards, not leaving out important scientific doctrines. Moreover, an added condition would be a certain openness to democracy under the rule of law.

Distinguishing several dimensions makes it possible to give a subtle and balanced answer to the question of state–religion relationships: separation where necessary, “allowing for” where acceptable, and supporting diversity where justifiable.